Current Events and the Currency
of Truth: “Test Everything”
Byron Barlowe

Byron Barlowe opens a series on biblical discernment for dark days, likening wise
discernment of current events and abiding issues to examining bills and coins to
verify their authenticity. Being able to tell the difference between good vs. bad,
right vs. wrong, fruitful vs. unfruitful, and subtle lies that captivate believers is a
long-term discipline that is a Christian’s duty and privilege to walk out as God
provides Scripture, counsel, reflection, and field experience.
“In Christ are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge”
Colossians 2:3
As Christians, should we really concern ourselves with discerning real vs. fake,
better vs. best, profitable vs. unprofitable, lies and half-truths vs. truth and
wisdom? To help answer that question, and as an introduction to a coming series
on discernment, let’s look at a historical example from over 70 years ago.
Adolph Burger, a Jewish printer sentenced to a Nazi concentration camp in 1942,
was shocked to find himself released and forced to use his printing skill for
Germany’s war effort. In a perversion of the tabernacle artisans whom God gifted
during Israel’s exodus from Egypt,{1} Burger was forced to facilitate a brilliant
secret plan to ruin Britain.

His and fellow Jewish craftsmen’s work would be dropped by German bombers
over English cities and towns. But these were no explosive devices. They
potentially held much more devastating power than any number of bombs. They
were even made of paper!
Fifty-five years later, investigative TV show 60 Minutes II hired a deep-sea
recovery team to search the 350-foot depths of Lake Toplitz in Austria. Why? In
the final days of WWII, when the Russians and Allied troops were pinching
Hitler’s regime from opposite sides for an inevitable victory, some Nazi holdouts
hoped the diabolical plan could yet be implemented. So, they sunk the work of the
Jewish artisans in remote Lake Toplitz.
The plan, dubbed Operation Bernard, would seize upon human greed and sheer
numbers to ruin the British economy. It would go like this:
Drop exquisitely forged English pound notes from Luftwaffe planes
causing widespread distribution, then refuse to honor the phony money by
banks and businesses, and resultant economic panic among citizens, thus
Radically undermining the value of the British pound, hence
Destroying the economy, hopefully driving England to its knees and
ensuring victory.
Key to the plan: human nature. Money falling from the sky is just too
tempting! It would definitely lead to hoarding and general circulation,
they thought.
Most forgers do as little as they can to mimic genuine currency—only enough to
get a pass on a cursory look. “But by using the world’s finest craftsmen and
supplying . . . the most modern tools and machinery, the Germans solved this
problem . . . . Once the bills were in circulation, it would be difficult for even
experts to know genuine from counterfeit; amateurs would have no hope.”{2}
Judging counterfeit claims and deceit, like the bogus bills the Nazis created, is a
complex project, requiring great skill and training. Much of godly discernment

emerges from self-discipline, a facet of the fruit of the Spirit. According to Tim
Challies, author of The Discipline of Spiritual Discernment, every disciple of Jesus
is morally obligated to discern between truth and lies and to pass on the former
while resisting the latter.
Whatever the person’s level of maturity in Christ, wisdom and its application of
discernment to specific issues is available for every Christian. “His divine power
has given us everything required for life and godliness through the knowledge of
him who called us . . .” (1 Peter 1:3-4, emphasis mine). “Yet when I am among
mature believers, I do speak with words of wisdom, but not the kind of wisdom
that belongs to this world or to the rulers of this world, who are soon forgotten”
(1 Corinthians 2:6 NLT). All born-again believers possess potential discernment.
Mature ones seek and develop it.
The biblical command to “test everything” (1 Thessalonians 5:21) means carefully
weighing inputs from culture, family, and even personal thoughts. It
monitors—somewhat like antivirus software on a computer—our beliefs and
decision-making in light of Scriptural truth, Spirit-illumined meditation and
thoughtfulness, godly counsel, and experience in situational discernment.
Gaining wisdom, the entire point of the book of Proverbs, is lifegiving and sweet!
“Know also that wisdom is like honey for you: If you find it, there is a future hope
for you, and your hope will not be cut off” (Proverbs 24:14).
Often this lifelong process seems burdensome, but spiritual warfare is indeed
warfighting, which is often excruciating. The Body of Christ has always been in a
war of ideas, battling for truth. However daunting, constant discipline and
practice takes over and knowledge grows into wisdom which, by God’s grace,
produces discernment. Discernment becomes a progression not unlike basic
education from kindergarten to secondary graduation. The seasoned soldier of
Truth can see potential danger approaching and react with muscle memory, but
not prematurely or with overkill. Better weapons in trained hands win.{3}

Lies, subtle and blatant, emerge daily on every front like perhaps never in our
history. Brazenly hostile and self-contradicting misinformation and propaganda
avalanches too quickly to keep up with.
Renowned Christian philosopher Dr. J.P. Moreland insists that “the fundamental
fight today is not primarily about truth claims” themselves but rather how we can
know truth at all. The prevailing assumptions question the very “nature of
knowledge itself.”{4} People say, “How can you know that?” or simply dismiss
Christian faith statements and reasoned, Scriptural argumentation as groundless,
mostly due to their faith in scientific naturalism as the only source of actual
truth.{5} Postmodernism creates a widespread belief that truth can only be
tribal, eschewing appeals to absolute or universal truth claims—chiefly, the
metanarrative of the Biblical record.{6}
This moment in American history is witnessing pervasive efforts to deceive and
shut down alternative views. Pressure groups, several with Marxist
underpinnings, actively initiate strategies designed to dismantle and remake
American culture, its history and education system, the nuclear family, negotiated
policy creation, America’s founding principles, the role of the press, and to
suppress individuals and groups who do not hew to certain views. Some big
businesses, “woke” and supportive of such moves, provide financial, advertising,
and distribution aid as de facto gatekeepers and worse.
Thanks to federal law granting them special protections, social media platforms
and search engines (Big Tech) are uniquely free, compared to broadcast radio and
TV, to blacklist and block anyone with whom they disagree. It’s a matter of public
record that Google, Facebook, Twitter, and others exercise these tactics of
massive influence more each week. Industry leaders who skew Leftward
politically have bound together to influence the outcome of the 2020 Presidential
election.{7} Calls from members of Congress unconstitutionally imply, even
threaten, to “research” individuals who were associated at all with the former
president or the movement he represented. Understanding the roots of radical

notions like these helps recognize and rebut them.
This seems to be our generation’s time of testing. But, as Jesus taught, believers
don’t target even our human enemies.{8} Rather, “we destroy arguments and
every lofty opinion raised against the knowledge of God, and take every thought
captive to obey Christ” (2 Corinthians 10:5). We fight for their sake and ours
against destructive lies. During dark days, such a keen battle-ready mindset and
heartset seems all the more urgent.

What’s Our Part in Deciphering Truth in All This
Chaos?
Did you know that you can refuse a suspicious piece of currency? But if you
accept it, you’re legally responsible. If it’s funny money, you’re left holding the
bag.
The Bank of Canada’s solution to a rampant counterfeiting problem was a
campaign drumming into the public the watchwords: “touch, tilt, look at, look
through.” That publicity campaign taught citizens how to test official currency
compared to forgeries. Likewise, Christ followers must hold up any claim or trend
to the light to see if it’s genuine truth or a fake. On religious claims and trends,
examine carefully any doctrine or teaching or you could be led astray.{9}
Therefore, if legal tender requires examination and the recipient is legally
responsible for analyzing all received cash payment, then certainly Paul’s
admonition to “examine everything”{10} applies even more to citizens of God’s
kingdom. We will answer for our spiritual savvy, our saltsmanship, and our
lighting of the world, as well as how wisely we led our families, fellows and flocks.
Everyday life examples of the need for vigilant discernment are replete. Recently I
was digitally fed news from an online newspaper I found valuable. After a quick
search I discovered that this newspaper is owned by a mystical religious cult

founded in China. I found out through reporting sources I didn’t fully trust,
though, so I provisionally entered that new fact into my matrix of personal filters.
Only recently was that claim confirmed when I saw the name of the religious
group spelled out on the publication’s web site.
The point of the story: few things are jet black and snow white, so layers of
discernment are required. When things get gray, more work is needed with the
help of others. Wise discernment discovers distinctions within the knowledge we
gain, it assesses known patterns, and advises the heart and mind on levels of trust
to agree to or the need to reject.
In the case mentioned, I determined that the enemy of my enemy (the Chinese
Communist Party) is my friend, in a way. However, I have an eye out on
journalistic balance and am especially on guard reading their newspaper’s
spirituality section (if I ever read it). All of this took a grand total of less than
fifteen minutes, then an abiding mindfulness as I hunted for other things.
Awareness and practice are key. Biblical and cultural perception paves the way.
Make your own wise assessments.
You, as a growing or seasoned Christian, can use wise discernment to serve as an
“elder in the gate” for others. Or, as a seeker you can begin to plumb the depths
of God’s twin revelations in Creation and the Bible. The book of Proverbs
emphasizes a desperate and greatly rewarding pursuit of wisdom and its
seasoning with age. We are here to help equip you and answer your
questions.{11}
The best antidote to spiritual and worldly confusion is simply Holy Spirit-led
discernment. (And that’s not just for those gifted with special discernment.)
In future posts I will address several angles on discernment in the world and
Church. Following is a list of upcoming topics as I envision them today.
Upcoming in This Discernment Series

The How of Discernment—I’ll dive deeper into biblically defining discernment
and address how worldview as a concept helps reveal and classify untrue and
dangerous assumptions among philosophies that affect one’s view of the universe
and the Creator, human value and business, and more. Also, to be discussed: How
can we distinguish true from untrue (or the insidious half-true), good, better and
best, and right from wrong or disputable matters of conscience? What is the
relationship of knowledge, wisdom, and discernment as the Bible frames it?
Spiritual & Mental Triage—How can I handle sustained, varying and rapid
information, claims and counterclaims, and policies that force me to either
endure, protest, or free myself from them? (I may write some about conscientious
objection vs. following authorities.) How can one fend off attack, especially the
arrows aimed at religious freedom, biblical values and God’s revealed will? What
if repression or persecution happens anyway?
Distinguishing Between God’s Ways and God’s Enemy’s Ways—It bears
emphasizing that, though the cosmos (world) and human sin nature (flesh) are
capable of ruin on a global scale, there’s a cosmic battle pre-dating man and
Creation—and, yes, politics. The traits and track records, if you will, of both God
Almighty and the original Rebel help to immediately test a message’s likely origin
and flag the source.
Discerning and Dealing with False Dichotomies—With so many events and
“empty philosophies of men,”{12} the unified biblical narrative of how life works
and biblical guidance gets distorted by oversimplified false choices—a favorite
trick of the Liar and his worldly, often unwitting, disciples. It’s either “material
things are all that matters” or “spiritual and mystical things are the only really
real things,” etc. Competing goods are confusing for good-willed people, too. How
do I better notice these and find either a middle way or a third way? What false
splits have I bought into that keep both unbelievers and believers from discerning
biblically: facts vs. feelings, truth vs. emotions, oppressors vs. the oppressed only,
and so on?

Giving Essentials Their Proper Due—How do I and those I spiritually lead
avoid unconsciously discounting a high view of Scripture, theology, and God? We
not only need to elevate our game but lift our eyes to the heavens.
Realize and Embrace the Need for Testing—Even the scariest of crises, such
as an epidemic or a cultural revolution, may constitute a test God uses for us.
Such events provide a perfect laboratory for gaining discernment from general
knowledge and a growing understanding gained by “rightly handling the word of
truth.”{13} The disciplines you hone through a sincerely perseverant search for a
divine source of wisdom gains immediate insight for daily situations, news, and
cultural developments that touch your life.
Discernment and the Human Heart, Mind and Will—What did Solomon
receive after asking for discernment to govern God’s people, and how does that
apply to me? Did that guarantee wise living? What’s the difference between the
heart and head in biblical and scientific terms? What does Scripture say about the
heart and how elevated is its role?
Are You and Your Sources Asking the Hard Questions?—Yesterday’s
conspiracy theory increasingly becomes today’s headline and tomorrow’s policy.
Did you detect a curious new spirit of control, perhaps a taste by governments for
unreasonable and unrelenting regulations in the initial stages of the Covid-19
response? I did in March 2020. Skilled observers like Dennis Prager asked early
on about the balance of our national response. Discerning people were justified in
their caution and predictions about the tradeoffs between several goods: fighting
a novel virus for everyone weighed against economic, medical, and psychological
damage, not to mention governments’ tendency to retain emergency measures
beyond need. Asking the hard questions can enable us to see and respond to the
shifts and movements around us from whichever side. Asking early enough can
avoid hazards.
Avoiding Logical Pitfalls and Inappropriate Judgment—Thinking can be

flawed or downright incorrect, so how can I avoid that? What are some common
logical fallacies and how can I spot them? Are sound arguments always true?
Judging: Is it a Forbidden Act or a Necessary Tool?—One of the most famous
but misused quotes of Jesus is, “Judge not, lest you be judged” (Matthew 7:1).
Was He teaching never to make assessments of anyone or anything, or did His
and other New Testament teachings offer a nuanced approach?
Discernment must stem foundationally from an outside Observer or its
interpretations will be captive to its own small circle of knowledge, assumptions,
and influencers. Think of it! God intervened in human form and keeps speaking
into it by his illuminating Spirit. “But the one who is spiritual discerns all things . .
. .” (1 Corinthians 2:15).
As ministers of reconciliation and ambassadors, we speak his truth as if from a
foreign country.{14} How do we gain a hearing? Partly from making sense of
things from an objective, authoritative, out-of-this-world point of view, relying on
knowledge and wisdom that the unredeemed can only dream exist.
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